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Painter Judith Anderson
from St. Louis Park
drives out occasionally to
illustrate scenes from the
Carver Park Reserve.
PHOTO BY MELISSA TURTINEN

Nancy Edwards, right, poses for
a photo with her attorney Erick
Kaardal after she signed an
agreement with the city of Orono to
suspend prosecution against her.

LOWRY
turns 50

Lowry Nature Center celebrates
half-century of making the
outdoors accessible to all
BY LARA BOCKENSTEDT
lbockenstedt@swpub.com

V

ICTORIA — The
Low r y Natu re
Center is celebrating a half-century
of wideni ng nature’s door to Twin Cities
residents.
W hen the center opened
in 1969, it was the first public
nature center in the area. It
gave the somewhat rare opportunity of experiencing an

Orono dock controversy
case comes to a close
BY MELISSA TURTINEN
mturtinen@swpub.com

ORONO — The case against a woman
who was charged with illegally renting
out her Lake Minnetonka dock and Orono
home has been resolved.
For the better part of the last year,
75-year-old Nancy Edwards has been at the
center of a dock controversy involving the
city of Orono.

outdoor classroom to those
who traveled from across the
region and state.
Parents who went to the
center when they were children are now bringing their
own little ones to the center.
Teachers who were once students visiting the center now
organize field trips for their
own students.
The Lowry Nature Center
estimates some 1.5 million
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Pictured is a program for children during one of the
earlier years of Lowry Nature Center.
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